Listening Activity

6A. Instructions: listen as people describe themselves. Mark the things they mention with an X.
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2. 

3. 

4. 

6B. **Instructions:** listen as people describe themselves. If they say they ARE what is shown in a picture, circle that picture. If they say they are NOT or do not mention what is shown, cross out the picture.
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Lesson 7: Colors

7A. Instructions: Listen as the speaker tells you what color different people’s houses are. Color the house according to what is said and write the color WORD on the line.

1. [House diagram] 1u plasí cîtx*s

2. [House diagram] 1u malí cîtx*s

3. [House diagram] 1u elís cîtx*s

4. [House diagram] 1u tapít cîtx*s

5. [House diagram] 1u susán cîtx*s

6. [House diagram] 1u plasí cîtx*s
Lesson 8: Drinks

8A. Instructions: circle the drink that the speaker says they are drinking.

8B. Instructions: circle the drink that the speaker says they want to drink.
Lesson 9: Weather

9A. Instructions: circle the picture that matches what the speaker says.

1. [Picture of a man with a thermometer and a thermometer on a white background]
   [Picture of a tree with leaves and a cloud]
   [Picture of a cloud with rain falling]

2. [Picture of the sun with a blue sky]
   [Picture of a spiral with lightning bolts]
   [Picture of a cloud with rain falling]

3. [Picture of a man with a thermometer and a thermometer on a white background]
   [Picture of a snowflake with a cloud]
   [Picture of a man with a thermometer and a thermometer on a white background]

4. [Picture of the sun with a blue sky]
   [Picture of a woman with an umbrella]
   [Picture of a cloud with rain falling]

9B. Instructions: listen to the sounds and words for each situation. Then write an X under the weather expression that best matches what you heard.

1. [Sound of thunder] [Sound of wind] [Sound of rain]
   - i qʷqʷec
   - ćalt
   - i ḥaʔ

2. [Sound of lightning] [Sound of wind] [Sound of thunder]
   - es ḥipéysi
   - es mχʷpmi
   - es sšalúsi

3. [Sound of rain] [Sound of wind] [Sound of lightning]
   - i χa
   - i kʷkʷlil
   - es néw̓ti
Lesson 10: Places to Go 1

10A. Instructions: the speaker will tell you where they are going. Circle the picture that matches.
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10B. Instructions: listen to the answers to the questions. If the speaker is going to the place shown, circle it. If they are not going there, cross out the picture shown.
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